MIDDLING WEATHER AND a mechanical fault on the Arran ferry stranded passengers on both sides of the Firth of Clyde last weekend. Over a 36 hour period, a string of sailings were cancelled, transforming ferry terminals in Brodick and Ardrossan into holding bays for distraught weekend travellers.

CalMac has promised to recompense people who had to seek overnight accommodation as a result of the no-sail. The ferry operator says the faulty clutch — which caused the initial problems — will require further work when the MV Caledonian goes in for its overhaul in January. ‘We are confident that the steps we have taken will be sufficient to ensure the vessel can operate until then,’ a spokesman added.

Some turkeys in transit also needed an extra feed and Laura and Jackie supplied some crusts. These birds stayed overnight in the van, but others without a place to stay were put up in the Seamil Hydro or the Auchrannie.

Saturday’s 12.30pm crossing was cancelled. Immediately the first ripple effects were felt — the Mull rugby team missed their 2.15pm kick-off at Ormidale park.

A mechanical fault was reported. Ardrossan port manager Sandra Sturgeon, who had planned to spend her weekend off on Arran, soldiered back to work to deal with passenger concerns.

Rumours abounded and cabin fever set in. Would the ferry sail? Were other replacement CalMac boats in Gourock? It appeared that patience was the name of the game.

Rebekah Jackson turned eighteen on Saturday. To celebrate she went shopping with friends Emma Willard (left) and Nicola Currie (right) in Glasgow and ended up missing her own party.

Saturday’s 12.30pm crossing was cancelled. Immediately the first ripple effects were felt — the Mull rugby team missed their 2.15pm kick-off at Ormidale park.

Roman Panovek had arrived from Manchester to move to Arran with his journey was delayed. CalMac staff, clutch manufacturers Rolls Royce, and engineers from Garvel Dry Dock worked late into Saturday night to make replacement parts for the faulty clutch.

A mechanical fault was reported. Ardrossan port manager Sandra Sturgeon, who had planned to spend her weekend off on Arran, soldiered back to work to deal with passenger concerns.

No St Bernards. Whilst the repaired Caley Isles was undergoing sea trials, an heroic MV Hebridian Isles was diverted from Islay to provide cover. Unfortunately the weather took a turn for the worse and the relief ferry was unable to berth in Brodick.

Roman Panovek had arrived from Manchester to move to Arran with his journey was delayed. CalMac staff, clutch manufacturers Rolls Royce, and engineers from Garvel Dry Dock worked late into Saturday night to make replacement parts for the faulty clutch.

CalMac operated three special Lochranza - Claonaig sailings for those with an urgent need to leave the island such as hospital appointments. Eventually the Caledonian Isles made a late night sailing to Brodick on Sunday at 9pm, transporting vital members of Arran’s workforce back to the island.

Thomas McMaster spent 36 hours in Ardrossan for an hour’s driving lesson. Meanwhile Hannah Hamilton wondered if shopping in Glasgow had been worth the wait.

Laura and Jackie Burke gloved like kitchen heroines from behind the counter at Copperwheats Café in Ardrossan.

Some turkeys in transit also needed an extra feed and Laura and Jackie supplied some crusts. These birds stayed overnight in the van, but others without a place to stay were put up in the Seamil Hydro or the Auchrannie.

MURCHIE SAND AND GRAVEL

CONCRETE WORKS
All forms including foundations, floor-slabs, driveways etc

DECORATIVE
All types of decorative stone chips

UNDERGROUND SUCTION SYSTEMS
Land drains, house drains, septic tanks, and all landscaping for gardens and driveways

BUILDING MATERIALS
Ready mix concrete, blocks, paving slabs, curb stones, cement sand etc — prompt delivery and competitive prices

PLANT HIRE
Excavators mini-21 Tonne, Tipper lorries, Tipper Grab, Teleshedders & Loaders

FREE QUOTE

Murry Cottage Quarry, Brodick, Isle of Arran KA27 8DD Tel/Fax: 01770 303606, Web: www.magltd.com, E-mail: magltd@tiscali.co.uk
Marine police meeting

Sergeant Bob Mackay met with marine law-enforcers last Wednesday afternoon to discuss issues rising from the newly-established No Take Zone in Lamlash Bay.

Crew from the Scottish Fisheries Protection Agency (SFPA) vessel and officers from Strathclyde Police Marine Unit came ashore at Lamlash pier, and officers said the protection of the ntZ is being taken ‘very seriously at all levels’. The alleged infringement of the Marine Protected Area by a fishing boat three weeks ago prompted a speedy revision to the law, which now insists that all fishing vessels must have their trawling gear ‘lashed and stowed’ on board when entering the ntZ.

The SFPA is responsible for monitoring the fishing industry’s compliance with national, EU and international fisheries laws and their spokesman urged anyone with information on any breaches of fisheries regulations to contact them at www.sfpa.gov.uk or by phoning 0845 270 399.

‘Where possible formal enforcement action will be taken and reports submitted to the Procurator Fiscal for possible prosecution,’ said the spokesman, adding that ‘the chances of successful enforcement action are greatly improved if there are two or more witnesses, or other independent sources of evidence relating to an alleged infringement.’

It has been suggested that the community is a key player in protecting Lamlash Bay by operating an informal ‘marine neighbourhood watch’ scheme.

Delayed reactions

Passengers stranded in Ardrossan send us the following eye-witness accounts on last weekend’s disrupted ferry service

Louise Haggarty

‘Staff at the terminal kept the pet lamb I had in their freezer for 22 hours, otherwise it was going to thaw. It was a Christmas present from my daughter. I want to thank CalMac and the staff at Copperwheats, Jackie and Laura Burke. We had to wait a long time in the terminal and folk were really going beserk, but I enjoyed it. You know me. CalMac in the office were fantastic. The crew were working until 2am.’

Sally Campbell (who took the pictures)

‘36 Hours in Ardrossan — a fascinating experience and one made for rumour and humour!

‘Those waiting in Brodick were put up at the Auchrannie with breakfast — lucky! One person slept at the ferry terminal as she had her dog and couldn’t find anywhere that would take it.

‘Sandra Sturgeon the Port Manager at Ardrossan gave bulletins but everyone wanted more. An engineering mechanical problem — was this a nut loose or a broken shaft? Can’t say — it’s the engineers. Jackie and her daughter Laura deserve medals for their good humour, kindness and real customer service throughout both long days. They were to and fro from ASDA getting extra stock and remained so cheerful, even finding crusts for the turkeys! (Yes, there were turkeys, too.)

‘A great Dunkirk spirit developed, lots of humour and story telling. Mobile phones came into their own, though there were then appeals for chargers. There were all sorts of difficulties for people — frozen and chilled food, people with livestock, a father left with a young baby at home on Arran, medication back on Arran, missing concerts, a poor lassie missing her own 18th birthday party, most of Brodick Primary School staff on the boat.

‘One grumble — why did CalMac lay on coaches to meet the ferry at Ardrossan at 9.30pm but announced once on the boat and underway that there would be no buses at Brodick? Those who knew this from the past would have stayed another night on the mainland rather than be stranded in Brodick when they wanted to get to, say, Lochranza. But in the end we all survived, tired, but mostly good humoured.’

Gillian Langley

Ferry Committee Representative for Arran Community Council

‘I think it was handled very well. It was not their fault. It was both bad weather and a technical fault and the two combined, sadly, just flunked everything. The relief ship Hebridean Isles couldn’t dock in Brodick, but it isn’t her pier. Health and safety rules have changed so much over the years in this nanny state. In the past passengers would have been allowed to wait aboard the ferry. Sandra [Sturgeon, Ardrossan Port Manager] organised accommodation and taxis for people. She was off-duty at the time. There were one or two belligerent passengers, but most people accepted the situation. CalMac staff were putting in the extra nautical mile … and Copperwheats Café provided tea and coffee courtesy of CalMac.’

Arran Haulage Services Ltd.

General Haulage
Express Parcels
Temperature Controlled
Animal Feeds
Building Materials
Coal Supplies
Propane & Butane Gas Cylinders

Home Farm, Brodick, Isle of Arran KA27 8DD
Tel: 01770 502 777 Fax: 01770 502 506
E-mail: info@arranhaulage.co.uk www.arranhaulage.co.uk
Mainland Depot:
10 Queen Elizabeth Ave, Hillington Industrial Estate, Glasgow G52 4NH
Telephone: 0141 882 5608
‘Carbon-capture’ coal plant for Hunterston?

NEW POWER PLANT COULD BENEFIT ARRAN’S FORESTRY

PROPOSALS FOR SCOTLAND’S first ‘carbon-capture’ power station were aired last week amidst a mixed reception from environmental lobbyists. Two 800MW coal-fired power stations, using predominantly imported coal, are being backed by Denmark’s state-owned energy company Danish Oil and Natural Gas (DONG).

Carbon-capture technology would reduce the carbon emissions of the plant by piping them to deep storage locations in previously-exploited oil fields. MSP Kenneth Gibson said, ‘Such a plant, if able to reduce carbon emissions by 90%, will be a vital component in securing a clean, non-nuclear future for Scotland. As the proposed plant will be capable of generating power from biomass, including forestry and farming, there is a tremendous opportunity for Arran to benefit from this development.’ He raised the possibility of a carbon-capture coal plant at Hunterston last year in meetings with both Energy Minister Jim Mather and Clydeport as a possible alternative to a new Hunterston ‘C’ nuclear station.

The plan may also offer new opportunities for Arran’s forestry. In an interview with The Arran Voice, ex-energy minister Brian Wilson, now policy advisor on the project, said that there was no reason why forestry products from Arran could not be used at the plant. Some 15% of the power could come from these biomass sources, the remainder coming from the imported coal, which produces fewer emissions than that mined from Scotland’s own coalfields.

The plan is still very much at the drawing board stage and is not expected to be submitted to planners until later in 2009. DONG is still in the process of developing carbon-capture technology, but is prepared to invest up to £2billion in the Hunterston project to generate the much-touted 1,600MW. Hunterston ‘B’ nuclear power station is currently generating around 70% of its 1,215MW potential electrical output and is scheduled for shutdown in 2016. The new plant would be situated right beside the old nuclear plant and would take advantage of the deep water port facilities, ideal for receiving shipments of coal.

JOSBS?
The SNP have been criticised for their explicit policy intentions to block planning applications for new nuclear power stations throughout Scotland, but Kenneth Gibson has argued that the decommissioning process will generate as many jobs as the operation of nuclear facilities. The planned coal plant is expected to create up to 1,500 jobs in construction, with a further 150 jobs once the plant is operational. It may also lead to peripheral industry. Stewart Stevenson, MSP, Minister for Transport, Infrastructure and Climate Change, said, ‘Any application to build at Hunterston will be treated on its merits and we will take into account the views of local people. Should any upgrade of the local infrastructure, including the road and rail network be required, the cost of this will be met by the developer. Grants to encourage seaborne transport may be made available, which could assist the transport of forestry products from Arran.’

Jim Mather MSP said the development of carbon-capture technology should be considered as part of the energy mix. ‘Scotland’s current energy usage accounts for over a third of our greenhouse gases and we are determined to be at the forefront of clean energy development,’ he said, and added, ‘Any investment designed to last decades must be compatible with our ambitious climate change targets.’

Parents welcomed to police road safety talk

ON MONDAY 1st December, Strathclyde Police’s driver safety unit will be holding a series of seminars at Arran High School to raise awareness about the importance of driver and road safety. The police will be meeting with S5 and S6 pupils during the afternoon, but there will be an open seminar for parents and other drivers in the evening. ‘Anything that results in the heightened awareness amongst drivers about road safety is to be encouraged,’ said Sgt Bob MacKay. ‘And support from the school and other partners is gladly received.’

Chair of the school’s Parent Council Jimmy McMaster is also keen to welcome parents and young drivers to the evening seminar at 7.30pm at Arran High School. ‘When you drive round the island and you see the number of ditches and walls that have been caved in, you realise it’s important that we do something about it,’ he said.
Voice Mail

Readers’ News and Views...

WEB LOW-DOWN ON THE FERRY

Disruption of the ferry service, especially during the winter, causes considerable anxiety to intending ferry passengers, particularly those, like me, who have a plane to catch. In recent years there have been significant improvements in the information available, through online weather forecasts and CalMac’s Red, Amber, Green disruption service, but information is often unreliable or out-of-date.

Some intending passengers may not be aware of the service available at the following address:


This service provides an up-to-the-minute update on the position of shipping in the UK (and the world) by plotting the information provided by a ship’s onboard AIS transponder, as monitored automatically by a network of amateur ‘ship watchers’ up and down the coast.

This Sunday, I was able to monitor, with anguish, the various CalMac ferry trials following successive attempts to fix the mechanical problems, until she finally turned and headed back to Ardrossan, confirming my fears that I would not be catching my Sunday evening flight. At least I didn’t have the misery of setting out for Brodick, only to learn the bad news once I got there.

On other occasions, when bad weather has storm bound the Caledonian Isles, I have been able to watch as she set out from Ardrossan and then have time to catch the bus to Brodick, comforted by the knowledge that she was likely to be there on my arrival.

This service is not always available, as it depends on someone with an AIS receiver having their PC turned on and being connected to the internet. Perhaps someone on the East coast will volunteer to ensure this will always happen. Equipment required: PC, Shipplotter software (£25), Broadband, AIS receiver (a scanner costing £50 can be easily converted) and a VHF Antenna.

Chris Mowatt, Kildonan House

BIRD TALK AT CORRIE AND SANNOX WEDNESDAY CLUB

Yet another great afternoon! Our speaker, Jim Cassells, aided by “PowerPoint” showed us pictures of birds to be spotted in different habitats on Arran.

Many were new to us but garden visitors were recognised immediately and Jim was pleased to learn that all those present feed the garden birds on a regular basis. He encouraged us to continue supporting our residents and visitors and keep contacting him about local numbers as well as new arrivals. As ever, there was a superb afternoon tea, thanks to Audrey and Betty.

Members please note change of speaker on 10th December when we look forward to hearing about “Tradecraft” from Dr Graham Tinto.

Christmas lunch is planned for Wednesday 17th December. Senior residents of Corrie and Sannox are invited to contact Stevie at 810268 by 10th December if they wish to attend.

Elma Stevenson

Redford, Sannox

The Arran Voice was registered as a newspaper
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**SCOTTS CHARITIES LOSE OUT TO OLYMPICS**

Charities are set to suffer a major cut in funding support as lottery cash is redirected to the London Olympics project, says the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations (SCVO). For the past three years, charities have received on average £85m per year from the Big Lottery Fund. This will be slashed to around £23m next year and is unlikely to return to current levels until 2015.

Scottish charities are key beneficiaries of this funding. In the year up to January 2007 alone, more than £14m Big Lottery money was distributed in Scotland. Lucy McTernan, acting chief executive of the SCVO, described the cuts as ‘truly devastating,’ adding that ‘many charities, voluntary organisations and community projects in Scotland depend on such funding for their survival, especially in these difficult times.’

Supporters of the funding decision argue that the Olympics will have a range of economic benefits for Scotland, including widespread exposure for Scottish tourism and the inclusion of 29 Scottish training facilities for visiting teams.

**£10,000+ OF ART SOLD AT CASTLE SHOW**

Over £10,000 of artwork was sold at the NTS Brodick Castle winter art exhibition two weeks ago. More than 60 individual artworks were sold during the four day exhibition, including a number by the Trust’s very own Chris Mills, the castle’s administrative assistant. Chris, who helped organise the exhibition along with Sue Tozer, Brodick’s administrative manager, described the event as ‘a great success, attracting more than 700 visitors from near and far.’ He said the sales reflected the high quality of the pieces on show and added that he castle ‘benefits from the revenue generated — around £2,000 comes to us in commission — which will help us in vital conservation work as we prepare for next season.’

**MP SAYS NO TO ‘PRIVATE WATER’**

North Ayrshire and Arran MP Katy Clark has spoken out against the idea of privatising Scottish Water. The local MP stated that she does not support privatisation or mutualisation and argued that better regulation is the way forward for the Utility Company. As she remarked, ‘Particularly in the water industry, where the health, environmental, social and economic factors of this service have to be carefully balanced, government-led regulation is the best way to maintain and improve the quality of water that is delivered to the people of Scotland.’ Katy believes the Scottish people are still largely in favour of retaining the public ownership of Scottish Water and added, ‘I hope that Scottish Water remains a publicly run company, which is driven by the service it provides, not the profits it makes. Indeed, in a global context, due to the water crisis, there is argument to suggest that a public Scottish Water is in fact a great asset to Scotland.’

**CHILDMINDERS RAISE FOR £123 CHILDREN IN NEED**

Three of the Arran Childminders’ Group, with the help of Dani, raised a brilliant total of £123 for Children in Need. Thanks to all who bought a scratch circle and thanks to Dani for her piggy bank which had over £14 in it!

**‘WHITE RIBBON DAY’**

Katy Clark MP for North Ayrshire and Arran voiced her support for White Ribbon Day on November 25th, a campaign for the elimination of violence against women. The theme of the campaign is to encourage men to discuss, reflect and make a pledge against violence against women. Recent statistics show that 88% of domestic abuse is committed by men against women, and in Scotland alone one in five women will experience some form of domestic abuse at some point in their life.

There was a significant increase in the number of officially reported cases of domestic abuse in North Ayrshire over the past year, with 1,448 cases in 2007–2008 (up from 1,106 the previous year). The local Women’s Aid had 14,550 contacts in the same period.

**MP SAY NO TO ‘PRIVATE WATER’**

North Ayrshire and Arran MP Katy Clark has spoken out against the idea of privatising Scottish Water. The local MP stated that she does not support privatisation or mutualisation and argued that better regulation is the way forward for the Utility Company.

As she remarked, ‘Particularly in the water industry, where the health, environmental, social and economic factors of this service have to be carefully balanced, government-led regulation is the best way to maintain and improve the quality of water that is delivered to the people of Scotland.’ Katy believes the Scottish people are still largely in favour of retaining the public ownership of Scottish Water and added, ‘I hope that Scottish Water remains a publicly run company, which is driven by the service it provides, not the profits it makes. Indeed, in a global context, due to the water crisis, there is argument to suggest that a public Scottish Water is in fact a great asset to Scotland.’

**ABRACADABRA… the magic word. Prepare to be amazed!**

Magic can also be enjoyed through story books: Witches and Warlocks versus Fairies and Elves. In recent times Harry Potter is the most obvious example of magical fiction.

Magic has been around for longer than some people think, just in different forms. During the Elizabethan times there were a lot of magical things going on, some said to be witchcraft. Court jesters amused the queen and her courtiers with tricks and illusions and yet women considered to be witches were burned at the stake. There was even a law against conjuring and witchcraft.

Throughout history, in many cultures, Witch Doctors, or Medicine Men, who studied plants and their healing strengths, were considered to have magical powers.

Whether it’s the mysterious cures of folk medicine or the spectacle of sawing a woman in half, it all just leaves us with the same question. How did they do it?

Magic.

This week’s Wee Voice is by Catherine McEachern and her two halves of the lady.

---

**NEWSBAND**

**Kilmory Hall**

Saturday 29th November

9pm–1am
Licensed Bar
Photo ID required
only £5

Transport return to Brodick and Dshake available if booked ahead

**Isle of Arran Drama Association**

Open Meeting In the Conference Room
at KA Campus
Arran High School
on Wednesday 26th November
at 7.30pm

ALL WELCOME

---

**Lochranza Choir and Supporting Performers**

“A Medley of Music”

Lochranza Village Hall
Sunday 30th November — 3pm

Tickets £5 (child £1)
Wine & Nibbles included
Phone 830313 for advance booking
Supporting Beatson Cancer Research and village hall funds
For more news, this week and every week, register FREE at www.arranvoice.com / 27th November 2008

Forget the Malls—Shop at an Arran Market!

CLEAR BLUE SKIES and bright sunshine might have tempted people to spend their day outdoors rather than visiting the Farmers’ Market in Kilmory last Saturday — but as soon as the doors opened a throng of people poured into the hall, to find a wide range of goods and crafts waiting. When so much of our food nowadays has been carted halfway round the globe, it was encouraging to see a market full of local and Scottish produce, which you actually could touch, taste and try before purchasing it.

Who could resist the lovely presented focaccias and preserves from Machrie Tearoom? or jams made by Donna Gold, or the chance to sample creamy cheddar from Island Cheese and melting camembert from the Home Farm? Resistance to James’ chocolate is simply futile, and the thought of a nice Sunday roast made with beef from Braehead Farm is not only enticing but a relief to any ecological conscience. and Laura Currie’s stall, stocked to overflowing with fresh vegetables and fruits, lovely cordials, preserves and eggs, could deliver all the ingredients for the rest of a special meal. even herb teas and the spices and herbs for seasoning were available, many of them grown, harvested and dried on Drimlabarra Herb Farm in Kildonan. and as a special treat, a sweet loaf or a fairy cake by Isla Blair certainly ended up in many a shopping bag.

Although they are important to many people’s daily survival, tea, coffee and chocolate beans cannot be grown on Arran, but at Kilmory Market they could be purchased with good conscience at Graham Tinto’s Fair Trade stall. While many a man could be observed rummaging the extensive range of Sliddery Supplies, their wives tended to linger at the craft stalls. Coral Smith’s papercraft materials were certainly a help to anyone who wanted to make their own Christmas cards. Roslyn Gibson was wearing one of her own handspun and knitted creations, a waistcoat made from border collie hair. and no, it does not smell of dog, not even when it gets wet! According to Roslyn it’s warmer than sheep wool. Most of the other fine homespun, woven, knitted or crocheted articles on her stall did come from a variety of different sheep, however, and promised cosiness for cold and rainy days. With Anthony Tetlow and his beautiful nature photographs which he sells as cards and mini posters and Hazel Pennycott’s lovely Jewellery, it’s obvious that a young generation with new ideas will keep our village markets going.

Certainly, the last Kilmory Farmers’ Market for this year was a huge success. the vegetable stalls piled several feet high at the start of the afternoon were bare by the end — apart from a few lonely potatoes and kales — and Pat Geddes and her volunteers in the tearoom confirmed that there had been a constant demand for beverages, soup and sandwiches. For anyone who missed Kilmory Market and is not yet organised for Christmas, there is no need to go off the island to get prepared. this weekend, Saturday and Sunday 29th and 30th November, there will be a Christmas Market at Whiting Bay Hall, and the Hospital Supporters’ League are holding their Christmas Fayre on December 7th at the High School. Don’t risk getting stranded on the mainland! Arran has everything you can want, right here on the doorstep.

A-Team can handle WAGS?

THE ARRAN A-TEAM, the newly-rebranded local branch of Arran Hideaways, has recently invested in a complex ‘key management system,’ which is the same bit of kit deployed by property managers on behalf of WAGS (the wives and girlfriends of that super-elite breed known as Premiership footballers). ‘It’s quite a unique product,’ said Penny Brass, manager of the A-Team. ‘It’s used by the Bank of England, HM Prison, police offices and the property managers for famous footballers.’

Designed to keep track of keys for people who are not always resident at their houses, the system will enable contractors to access keys safely without having to depend on the kindnesses of neighbours. Although it might bypass a common opportunity for a blether, Penny says the key management service is ideal for a range of clients who might need to take care of their properties when they are not on the island. ‘The keys have a microchip and the computer will know exactly when it has been returned. It can be operated remotely from anywhere in the world,’ said Penny. The system is in fact a large grey metal cabinet and is currently journeying its way from the U.S.

Key Holding Centre

Just £5 a week (incl VAT) per set of keys

• Computer controlled secure key holding
• Your keys available 7 days a week
• One central Brodick collection and drop-off point for all contractors
• PIN controlled — keys only go to the person you want and are tracked back in on time
• Visitors accompanied (optional extra)

Unique & exclusive service for the Isle of Arran!

Annual contracts available but pro rata on change of ownership
Voucher for £15 Cashback per set of property keys — 1 set per property
Eg 2 properties = 2 x Annual Charges = 2 Vouchers

Tel: 0845 459 9968 — ask for Marie or Kirsty
E-mail: help@thearranteam.co.uk www.thearranteam.co.uk
Arran pupils debate the ‘Big Green’ questions

A TEAM OF students from Arran High School will travel to the Eden Court Theatre in Inverness on Friday 28th November to take part in the semi-final of The Big Green Challenge debating competition. The Big Green Challenge is an innovative project by Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) which is helping pupils across Scotland to gain a better understanding and awareness of renewable energy.

More than 120 S1–S3 students from 25 schools across the Highlands and Islands took part in the first round of the competition, which was held in October, with the eight winning teams going through to the semi-final. Pupils from schools in Arran, Alness, Speyside, Keith, Portree, Shetland, Gairloch and Orkney will compete in the semi-final round. The four winning teams will go through to the grand final at the end of January 2009 when they will compete for a group trip to Iceland to visit the country’s famous Blue Lagoon waterfall and the geothermal area of Geysir.

As part of the competition, pupils are expected to propose comprehensively researched motions both for and against renewable energy. Janet Logan, principal teacher of science at Arran High School, said Arran’s pupils have risen to the Big Green Challenge. They have thoroughly enjoyed pushing their debating skills beyond what they thought they were capable of,” she said. ‘In school, the competition has helped to raise the awareness of the issues behind renewable energy and what they could mean for the local environment. The focus that the competition has brought has been a great success in terms of building up cross-curricular co-operation and developing links with the wider community.’

Anna Allan, senior development manager in HIE’s Energy team, says, ‘We have had an exceptional response to this year’s competition with more than 120 students getting involved and putting their debating skills to the test.’ She went on, ‘The Big Green Challenge aims to help young people understand both sides of the renewable energy debate and we have been really impressed with the level of research and effort that the teams have put into their debates. We have had very positive feedback from schools to the competition. Teachers have said that it has helped to raise awareness of the issues behind renewable energy, highlighting its impact on local communities.’

HIE is supportive of the initiative and believes that renewable energy is a sector with high growth potential that will benefit the local economy and communities across the region. Increasing Scotland’s renewable energy generation is also a key Scottish Government pledge, with the aim of deriving half of Scotland’s electricity from renewable sources by 2020.

For more information check out www.thebiggreenchallenge.co.uk.

Taste of Arran hits the big Times

Times Online devoted a full two pages this week to a rave review of Arran’s food producers, particularly Robin Gray and his organic market garden at the foot of the cliffs of Kings Cross. The piece pointed out with mounting appetite Robin’s sweetcorn, spinach and curly red kale, not to mention the tonne of pumpkins he has just harvested, and the broad beans, leeks and elephant garlic. It’s all fertilised by the seaweed from the beach, which is why it tastes so phenomenally good.

Taste of Arran, of which Robin is a member, came in for lots of praise, too. Organised by Alastair Dobson of the prize-winning Arran Dairies, it is an umbrella organisation for 11 specialist food producers. Paul McLaughlin, chief executive of Scotland Food and Drink, is quoted as saying, ‘This is a fantastic example of how collaboration and a common purpose can help drive economic growth with the benefits being shared by everyone involved.’

Alan's Book Review

BONJOUR TRISTESSE
Reviewed by Lorna Sherry

Like Frankenstein this novel was, remarkably, written by an eighteen year old girl, and also like Frankenstein it caused public outrage. Françoise Sagan, having failed her college exams, decided to write a book instead, and it became an immediate bestseller. The story concerns a rather spoilt seventeen year old, Cécile, who finds herself spending a lazy summer in the south of France with her father and his mistress. With surprising insight and cynicism Cécile outlines her life with her hedonistic father, and casually begins an affair with a boy who is also on holiday.

This is no sentimental romance, — it is merely the result of boredom and the convenient proximity of a young male. The sun and sea permeate the atmosphere and the hedonistic summer continues until Cécile’s father announces that he intends to marry his mistress. Only then do we discover how much of an enfant terrible Cécile actually is. She enlists the help of her own lover, Cyril, to destroy her father’s plans, and the reader is caught up, fascinated and aghast, wondering how far this deliberate, self-seeking girl will go in order to preserve the indulged and luxurious life-style she so much enjoys.

The cold, dispassionate way in which Cécile selects her lover and then uses him to further her own purposes caused outrage in 1954 when the novel first appeared. There is nothing childlike in Sagan’s creation. Like Mary Shelley, she created a monster, and that monster, Cécile, is the reason why the book remains in print. The story is grippingly credible, and the youth of its author doubles the horrified attraction. In our own time, with widespread public revulsion at the greed and selfishness that have affected countless people, there is a new fascination in this book, written half a century ago but suddenly freshly and chillingly relevant.

Bonjour Tristesse
By Françoise Sagan
Published by Penguin, RRP £4.99
ISBN 0-140-7878-8

You can buy any book reviewed in The Arran Voice from the Book and Card Centre at a handsome reduction of £2.00 on the published price.
Do you have an island-based event you want to promote? Add it to ArranOnline.com free of charge, and it will automatically appear in these listings (subject to space and suitability).
Alternatively, send details of your event to:
The Arran Voice Ltd, Pier Buildings, Brodick, Isle of Arran, KA27 8AX

EVERY DAY (OR MOST DAYS)
Arran Craft Gallery, beside Bilslands, Brodick—open Monday–Saturday
Arran Art Gallery, Shore Road, Whiting Bay—closed for holidays
The Burnside Gallery & Exhibition Space, Sculpture Garden, Auchrannie Road—open daily all year round 10.30am–5.30pm (current exhibitions: Miniatures by Gordon Davidson and paintings by Roberta McTear)
Corrie Art (former Corrie Village Shop), Corrie—current exhibition: Avril Paton
What’s on Your Plate? Decorative hand-painted platters by the artist, daily 1–6pm
Main Fine Art, Michael Main Gallery, Douglas Centre, Brodick—open 10am–12.30pm & 2–4.30pm
Isle of Arran Distillery, Lochranza—winter opening times: Monday, Tuesday, Saturday 10am–4pm, Sunday 11am–4pm
Arran Heritage Museum, Rosaburn, Brodick—closed for the winter
Claddach Pottery, The Store, Claddach, Brodick—open 7 days
Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, gym inductions, fitness assessments, personal training daily
Balmichael Visitors Centre, String Road—Monday and Tuesday closed
Arran Adventure, beside Auchrannie Spa, Brodick—open daily for outdoor activities
Brodick Castle, castle closed for the winter,
Balmichael Visitors’ Centre, Brodick—open daily all year round 10.30am–2–4.30pm
Arran Heritage Museum, Rosaburn, Brodick—open daily all year round 10.30am–2–4.30pm

SATURDAY 29TH
Screen Machine, High School Musical 3, The Duchess, Stone of Destiny — exact times see ads & posters
Dance School, KA Campus, Lamlash, All day Island Treasure, Bubbly + Chocolates, Balmichael Visitors’ Centre, 10am–5pm
RNLI Shop Lamlash open 10.30am–12.30pm
Christmas Market, Whiting Bay Village Hall, 10.30am–3.30pm
Karate, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 11.30–12.30am
Family Games, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 9–4pm
Fun in the Pool, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 4–5pm
Youth Club, Church Hall, Brodick—tabletop gaming (last Sat of the month), pool, PS3, dart, arts and crafts (1st Sat of the month), table tennis, board games etc.—10–9pm
Roots of Arran AGM, followed by music, food & drink, Ormidale Pavilion, Brodick 7.30pm
Disco, Ormidale Hotel, Brodick, 10pm

SUNDAY 3RD
Screen Machine, High School Musical 3, The Duchess, Stone of Destiny — exact times see ads & posters
Bros’ Football, KA Campus, Lamlash (Astroturf or Games Hall), 10–11am
Island Treasure, Bubbly and Chocolates, Balmichael Visitors’ Centre, 10am–5pm
Christmas Market, Whiting Bay Village Hall, 10.30am–3.30pm
Switch on of the Christmas lights in Brodick
Arran Wargames Club, KA Campus, Lamlash, 6–7pm
Youth Club, Church Hall, Brodick—tabletop gaming, crafts, PS3, table tennis, sports etc.—7–10pm
Dance School, KA Campus, Lamlash, All day

THURSDAY 27TH
Screen Machine, High School Musical 3, The Duchess, Stone of Destiny — exact times see ads & posters
Senior Aerobics, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 9.30–10.30am
Senior Fitness, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 10.45–11.45am
Cardiac Rehab, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 12.30–2pm
Lochranza Craft Club, Lochranza Hall, 2pm
Table Tennis, Kildonan Hall, 3–5pm
KA Jog, all levels, KA Campus, Lamlash, 5.30–6.30pm
Pilates, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 6–6.45pm
Beavers & Cubs, Theatre & Dance Studio
Arran High School, Lamlash, 6.15–8pm
Junior Scottish Country Dancing, Lamlash Church Hall, 7.30pm

FRIDAY 28TH
Screen Machine, High School Musical 3, The Duchess, Stone of Destiny — exact times see ads & posters
Yoga, Lamlash Church Hall, 10.30am
Aquafizz, Auchrannie Pool, Brodick, 9.45am
Senior Badminton, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 2pm
Kids’ Club, Games Night, KA Campus, Lamlash, 6.30–8pm
Arran Pipe Band Practice Session, Brodick Hall, 7.30pm
Quiz Night, Whiting Bay Golf Club, 9pm
Over 21’s Disco, Ormidale Hotel, Brodick, 10pm

THURSDAY 4TH
Senior Aerobics, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 9.30–10.30am
Senior Fitness, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 10.45–11.45am
Cardiac Rehab, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 12.30–2pm
Lochranza Craft Club, Lochranza Hall, 2pm
Table Tennis, Kildonan Hall, 3–5pm
KA Jog, all levels, KA Campus, Lamlash, 5.30–6.30pm

SUNDAY 7TH
Screen Machine, High School Musical 3, The Duchess, Stone of Destiny — exact times see ads & posters
Boys’ Football, KA Campus, Lamlash (Astroturf or Games Hall), 10–11am
Island Treasure, Bubbly and Chocolates, Balmichael Visitors’ Centre, 10am–5pm
Christmas Market, Whiting Bay Village Hall, 10.30am–3.30pm
Switch on of the Christmas lights in Brodick
Arran Wargames Club, KA Campus, Lamlash, 6–7pm
Youth Club, Church Hall, Brodick—tabletop gaming, crafts, PS3, table tennis, sports etc.—7–10pm
Dance School, KA Campus, Lamlash, All day

UP & COMING
FRIDAY 5TH (PREVIEW)
Yoga, Lamlash Church Hall, 10.30am
Aquafizz, Auchrannie Pool, Brodick, 9.45am
Arran Rugby Club S1–U18 from 6.30pm, KA Jog, all levels, KA Campus, Lamlash, 6–7.15pm
Arran Rugby Club S1–U18 from 6.30pm, KA Jog, all levels, KA Campus, Lamlash, 6–7.15pm
Pulmonary Rehab, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 9am
Indoor Bowling, Corrie & Sannox Village Hall, 2–4pm
AA Alcoholics Anonymous, Brodick Church Hall, 2pm
Mini Kickers Training, KA Campus, Arran High School, 3–4 yrs old 5–5.45pm, 5–7yrs 6–6.45pm
Legs, Burns & Tums, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick 6–6.45pm
Body Conditioning, KA Campus, Lamlash, 6–7pm
Kids’ Club, Games Night, KA Campus, AHS, 9–10pm
Brodick Friday Club, Church Hall, Lamlash, 6.30–8pm

SATURDAY 6TH (PREVIEW)
Dance School, KA Campus, Lamlash, All day
Morning Run, Whiting Bay Village Hall, 8–9.30am
Coffee Morning, Whiting Bay and Kildonan Church, Church Hall, Whiting Bay, 10.30–12am
RNLI Shop Lamlash open 10.30am–12.30pm
Karate, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 10.30–11.30am
Aims Advocacy and CAB Outreach Service, Corrie and Sannox Village Hall, 11am–2pm
Core Strength, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 5.30–6pm
Kick Boxing, KA Campus, Lamlash, 6–7pm
Kick Boxing, KA Campus, Lamlash, 6–7pm
Arran Rugby Club S1–U18 from 6.30pm, Seniors from 7.30pm
Hockey, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 7–8pm
Arran Boys’ Rehearsal, Lesser Hall, Whiting Bay, 7.15–9.15
Whiting Bay WRI–Yorkhill Children’s Foundation open meeting, Lesser Village Hall, Whiting Bay, 7.30pm
Coffee Morning, Lamlash Church Hall, 10.30am–12noon

SUNDAY 7TH (PREVIEW)
Boys’ Football, KA Campus, Lamlash, 10am–11am
Christmas Fayre, Shiskine Primary School, 10.30 am, raffle at 11.30am
Arran Wargames Club, Arran High School, Lamlash, 1–4pm
Kids’ Club Sunday Matinée, KA Campus, Lamlash, 1–4pm
NDRI Shop Lamlash open 10.30am–12.30pm
Karate, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 10.30–11.30am
AA Alcoholics Anonymous, St. Margaret’s Church, 4.30pm
Switch-on of the Christmas lights in Brodick and early lateness in KA Hall, Brodick, Bilslands, 5pm
Family Games, Auchrannie Spa, Brodick, 3–4pm
Youth Club, Brodick Church, tabletop gaming, crafts, PS3, table tennis, sports etc.—7–10pm
Disco, Ormidale Hotel, Brodick, 10pm

PLAN AHEAD
Schools off for xmas/New Year, Monday, 22 December 2008–Sunday 4th January 2009
AHS Parents’ evenings S4–Monday, 20 January, 7pm
AHS Parents’ evenings S1–Thursday, 5 February, 4.15pm
Arran Drama Festival 2009–25th–26th February
Arran Music Festival 2009–25th, 26th & 27th March
Schools’ Easter Holidays 2009, Monday 6 April–Sunday 19 April
Schools’ In-Service Day–1st May
Wyrd Sisters, Play by Terry Prattchett performed by the Arran Torch Players, 1st–3rd May (incl)
May Day–Monday 4th May (Schools’ off)
The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas, musical performed by the Arran Music and Drama Club–Monday 25th–Saturday 30th May (incl)
Arran Wildlife Festival 2009–13–18 September
Arran Folk Festival 2009–7th–14th June
Schools’ Summer Holidays–Wednesday 1st July–Sunday 16th August
Teachers’ Return–Friday 14th August

About
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**On the Green**

**Bella's Diary**

**Pirates**

AGAINST ALL REASON, I have a sneaking sympathy for the Somali pirates. It’s not just that I think of all pirates as a cross between Captain Hook and Johnny Depp, with a red bandana tied round the head and a cutlass between the teeth. It must be truly terrifying for crew members of freighters and tankers in the Horn of Africa, knowing that at any moment there may be grappling irons and scaling ladders thrown up against the side, and a bursting-in of armed men. Enough to put any midshipman off his cocoa, and any shipping magnate off the idea of going through the Suez Canal at all. Somalia is the eastern seaboard strip on the top right-hand corner of Africa, between Ethiopia and the Indian Ocean, near the entry to the Suez Canal, where ships prepare to go through that short-cut to Europe and places west. Maersk, the world’s biggest shipping company, said last week that it would be diverting a number of its ships round Cape Horn. Back to the old days of the tea clippers, one thinks. Six weeks of hard sailing from Southampton to Hong Kong. Isn’t that going to be wildly expensive?

Well, yes. But so is the handing out of ransoms to the marauders. But I can’t help wondering why men would pick such a dangerous occupation. Surely not as a form of sport? The British upper classes, traditionally rather lacking in risky occupations other than sex and a predilection for other people’s wars, naturally chase animals across country and shoot things on moors. Whatever turns you on, I suppose — but hunting isn’t like setting off across the ocean in a small boat to climb aboard a super-tanker and make its pursuer hand you all the dosh in the safe. Nobody, in my view, would do that purely for fun, or even for greed. There has to be a more desperate reason. And, of course, there is.

The Guardian somehow managed to contact a pirate boss called Asad ‘Booayah’ Abdulahi, who gave them his point of view last Saturday. As a Somali fisherman who had dreamed of a university education but without hope of affording it, his world fell apart in 1991, when the left-wing Somali government was blown apart by the outbreak of civil war. The north-western part of the country declared its independence and after a year or so UN ‘peace-keeping’ forces moved in, led by the United States, to the great disgruntlement of many Somalis. Sounds familiar? Well, yes. After gun battles in Mogadishu in which a lot of Americans were killed, the UN withdrew. Since then, various Somali militias have morphed into ‘security agencies’ for hire. Mob rule, in other words. Then the country was devastated by the tsunami of 2004. Five years on, there is still no stable government. Islamic militarists have complicated things, and Somalis are fighting them, together with Ethiopian forces, previously hostile. A street battle last week left 16 young men dead and many more wounded.

Sorry — got a bit carried away there. But with such a mess going on, how can you expect piracy to be regarded with much outrage in Somalia? And there’s something else. As a Glasgow reader wrote to the Herald this week, ‘Could it be that with the removal of their historic fish stocks by modern trawlers, these communities are forced into offensive action to feed themselves?’ On the Atlantic side of Africa, I’ve seen how people become a prehistoric remnant when the German factory ships started trawling up every fish in the sea, and it probably isn’t much different in the east. But through these waters sail the super-tankers filled with millions of dollars’ worth of oil and freighters laden with every modern gismo made in the booming manufacturing industries of Asia. Such lumbering store-houses of wealth, low in the water with the weight of their richness, are the equivalent of the Robin Hood story, and are open to the same tut-tutting from the Sheriff of Nottingham and the financial press.

Though the heart goes out to the crew members who wait in terror for the dark figures that may appear over the side, there has to be a thread of understanding for the pirates who risk their lives in a bid to be part of the wealthy world. It’s wrong and it’s deeply sad, but if there has to be anger, we need to be a bit careful about who we are angry with. As our shops crank their battered image into some semblance of Christmas cheer and our banks apply poultices of public money to their self-inflicted wounds, there’s a question to be asked. Are these pirates doing a fraction of the damage that was done by the sellers of sub-prime mortgages and the lenders of other people’s money? I don’t think so.

**THURSDAY AGAIN** — and the time is just whizzing by. Wee Malkie is almost two weeks old and is growing like a mushroom. He already weighs in at 425 grammes and he is getting to look like a baby Rhino — wrinkles all up and down his legs and at his neck where his coat is a bit too big for him. My Mum made me feel like that when, together with all my contemporaries, I started out the new school year. We all had blazers and coats and shirts that were too big, on the basis that we’ll all grow into them. Wee Malkie is a bit like that.

Today he behaved perfectly. He slept through most of it, comfy in his wee carry bag with his ‘hottie’ to keep him warm and cosy. Mum kept an eye on him and popped in to feed him when necessary.

Monday saw a trip for Bella to Big Malkie (Vet) to have her stitches removed. Despite a fairly traumatic previous visit she conducted herself impeccably and was in and out in jiffy time and home to the pup, who was oblivious to his Mum’s absence. Not entirely sure, however, just how thrilled Malcolm is to have such a wee smidgeon named after him!

This week sees a much bigger adventure — we are off to friends in Methven, Perthshire, for the weekend. Wee Malkie’s eyes should be open sometime in the next couple of days so he should start to register what is going on around him. This can be quite comical, as sometimes one eye will open first and you have a very ‘Cap’n Jack’, piratical stare winking at you until the other one opens too. We are off tomorrow and going via Darvel, where Bella and Wee Malkie and I will interview a family who are interested in having him. They have recently lost an elderly Yorkie dog, so are au fait with the breed and are looking for a pup to fill the huge hole the demise of their previous wee dog left in their lives. I hope they appreciate they are in for a grilling!

It’s nice for me when my pups are booked this early on, as new owners can come back and forward to get to know their new puppy, and the wee dog can become familiar with them and their smells. This makes the transition from this house to theirs much easier when the time comes for him to go to his new family.

I have done my bit to promote tourism in this way and have created a few converts to Arran for short visits and holidays. The added bonus, as far as I am concerned, is that my pups get to come back and see me too.
**St Andrew's Day**

**Facts About Saint Andrew and The St Andrew’s Cross**

1. St Andrew’s day is celebrated internationally on the 30th of November.
2. St Andrew is the patron saint of Scotland.
3. St Andrew’s Day is a day to celebrate Scottish culture, food and dance.
4. The St Andrew flag is the flag of Scotland, with a white cross on a blue background, commonly known as The Saltire.
5. St Andrew’s Societies celebrate Scottish culture around the world.
6. St Andrew’s Day is a bank holiday in Scotland but entitlement to leave depends on the employer.
7. St Andrew is also the patron saint of Romania, Greece and Russia.
8. St Andrew was one of the Twelve Apostles and brother of St Peter. Scotland is one of the few countries to have one of Christ’s disciples as their patron saint.
9. St Andrew is believed to have died on a diagonally transversed cross which the Romans sometimes used for executions and which, therefore, came to be called St Andrew’s Cross.
10. St Andrew’s Day is connected with Advent, which begins on the first Sunday after November 26.
11. St Andrew’s Day marks the beginning of Scotland’s winter festivals.
Stef's stab at the weather

By Stef Holmer
Amateur Meteorologist

SUMMARY OF LAST WEEK’S FORECAST

A bit better than last week. However, I had no powers of predicting the absolutely awful ferry situation on Saturday and Sunday.

General Summary for 27th November to 1st December:

The big high pressure area which gave us some pleasant weather mid-week drifted off into Europe. This left us at the mercy of a deep low centred just north of Shetland by midday on Thursday bringing a long cold front down across the country accompanied by strong westerly winds.

By Friday this low will become less intense, sitting over Ireland and the winds will drop dramatically and will enter a rather slack period of weather. By Saturday it will drift slowly south over England, then across the Channel on Sunday. As its centre drifts south we will be exposed to a very cold air flow coming down from the Arctic again. This means another freezin’ weekend, I’m afraid.

Thursday

A wet and windy day today with strong westerly winds gusting up to 40 mph on the coast. The mercury will struggle to rise above 10°C. There will be heavy and prolonged showers throughout the day with a chance of wintry showers (perhaps some sleet or snow) overnight.

Friday

A much more pleasant day with long spells of sunshine and just a breeze from the south, but (and there is always a but) temperatures will drop to around 3°c – 4°c. I could well be warmer (only joking). Definitely a good day to get out, though, with several layers. I'm not expecting rain, but there’s always the chance of a little moisture in the air. There will be a light north-east wind in the morning, increasing to around 15mph after dusk, making it feel even colder. This wind could become quite strong overnight (more than 25mph).

Saturday

Not much sun today, mostly cloudy and colder than Friday at 2°C. It should stay dry throughout the day with a chance of wintry showers (perhaps some sleet or snow) overnight. There will be a light north-east wind in the morning, increasing to around 15mph after dusk, making it feel even colder. This wind could become quite strong overnight (more than 25mph).

Sunday

As I wrote above, this is a rather slack period of weather, and there is not much difference from Saturday except that the wind will stay constant at around 15mph from the north east. It will stay cloudy and cold with a greater chance of moisture around and the possibility of sleet and snow showers. You’ll be lucky to see the sun today. A day for the fireside I think.

Monday

Still cold at 3°C with maybe just a wee bit more sunshine, but dry cloudy conditions will be the main feature again. There may be some residual showers early in the morning and again late at night.

Outlook (Very long-range stuff)

Cloudy, mainly dry and cold is the pattern for the earlier part of the week ahead. The wind may shift from the north to the south midweek making it a wee bit milder and windier with more showers.

Ferry Notes

I cannot predict technical difficulties, but apart from Thursday there will be no ‘adverse weather conditions’.

Free School Meals to Benefit an extra 2,940 children in North Ayrshire

LEGISLATION TO EXTEND free school meals to all P1 to P3 children was passed last Wednesday, November 19th, after hours of evidence-taking showing compelling reasons to support it. Kenneth Gibson MSP, Vice Convenor of the Scottish Parliament’s Education and Lifelong Learning Committee, moved the vote, which among widespread Scottish benefit will allow free school meals to be extended to 2,940 children in North Ayrshire from 2010, and said he was delighted with the result.

Mr Gibson said: ‘At present 94,000 children in poverty are currently excluded from free school meals. This policy will reach 40,000 of them across Scotland and ensure all other P1–P3 children obtain at least one healthy, nutritious meal a day. As the five pilot schemes showed, free school meals are popular and successful with children, parents and teachers. This decision is an important step forward for Scotland's youngest school pupils and I’m sure will be welcomed by the children, parents and staff on Arran.'

He went on to castigate the opposition parties for their failure to vote for this enabling legislation, rejection of which would have prevented councils from extending the entitlement and observed that wherever their priorities lie, it does not include reducing child poverty. Both the Lib Dems and Tories voted to take the food from the mouths of Scotland’s children.

The legislation was passed by 3 for (SNP), 2 against (Con & LD) and 3 abstentions (Lab).

Red Cross transport service is FREE

THERE HAS BEEN concern that people who could use the Red Cross transport and escort service to medical appointments on the mainland have been avoiding it because they fear it costs too much. In fact, the service is now completely FREE, and has been so for some while. If people wish to make a contribution, they may do so, but there is no longer any question of a donation being requested.

Peter McCarthy, Red Cross operations director, said: ‘Thanks to welcome changes in funding and with the valuable support of Red Cross volunteers, no charge is now made for the use of this vital service. We want to make sure that everyone on Arran who needs our support gets it, so I’d urge people not to struggle on in silence and get in touch and see if the Red Cross can help.'

The British Red Cross transport is a vital lifeline to people on Arran who cannot get about easily or would have difficulty using public transport by providing a free door-to-door service for people requiring assistance. Set up as a pilot in 2003, the Red Cross provides suitable vehicles with properly trained drivers — and where necessary an escort — to collect people from their homes and take them to medical appointments at hospitals in Ayrshire or to Glasgow.

Since the start of the transport service in 2003, volunteers have helped people make over 10,000 journeys, the majority starting and finishing on the Isle of Arran. For many users, this has provided the most practical and easiest means of getting to hospital appointments on the mainland.

For more information about the service, please contact the Red Cross Ayrshire office on 01292 263 946.
Brilliant Paton show at new Corrie gallery

By Alison Prince
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THE Theatre

Last Wednesday, in the continuing Arran Arts Festival, an enthusiastic audience heard Sheila Templeton, last year’s winner of the poetry competition, reading her poems in Scots and English. A great entertainer, she brought a fresh, direct view of how a poem can arise from real life, and revealed some of its difficulties, too. She said of her mother, who died two years ago, “I’ve tried writing about her so often, but it never quite seemed to work. But this one seems to all right.” The poem began, “You sent me eggs — through the post.” The eggs had arrived miraculously intact, brown and beautiful, with a fluffy feather on one of them. Poetry has this way of making the small things count for a lot.
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ON THE CLOSING Saturday night of the festival, the non-sailing of the ferry prevented any of the invited guests from coming over, so the planned events of the evening could not happen. However, a gathering of the many people involved in the festival had a thoroughly good time, and Jason Watts read out the winning poems, which we publish below.

**Elvers**

They are not strands of horse hair washed into streams, flowing into life, taking on the movement of the water.

They are not filaments of skin, stripped from a female eel as she rubs against a rock; nor do they emerge from the gills of other fish.

These days instead I’m learning Cloud.

They are not monks transformed as punishment for lust, nor their monstrous offspring.

By Vicky Paine
Won first prize

**Learning Cloud**

I’m losing birdsong. Something has built its nest in the branches of my inner ear and flown.

I’m losing birdsong, my delight in it, each morning’s quirky wakeup call, the spark and crackle heard through blazing noon or when the gloaming’s almost black. One ear is stuffed with ash.

These days instead I’m learning Cloud. It started years ago. At four I turned their pages like a picture book, tracing blue margins with one finger. Dazzled I worked out hundreds of words for weather.

Later scribbling nimbus was an antidote to algebra and solid geometry (not angles but angels, as Pope Gregory said, calling for an ancient Waterman’s flexible nib).

Softly softly is the sound of the sky’s plate being licked with quiet gusto.

Listening to stratus came next: it’s a complex of minus-whispers and nearly silent whoops, an almost all intensely labial language.

Seasons passed and their leaves too — none listening to the rush of rack more carefully than I.

Now that I’m losing birdsong, what fills most days is learning to speak Cloud. The lessons take as long as Latin, but sometimes cirrus streams straight off my tongue to heaven like a prayer.

Infant massage is proven to be good for the stimulation and relaxation of babies. It can also help to alleviate their pain and treat postnatal depression. ‘It’s not a cure, but it can help to relieve the symptoms of colic,’ explained Vicki. ‘Colic can be distressing for both the baby and the parents,’ added Nina. ‘I think we are only just realising the true benefits of [infant massage] now.’

Both Nina and Vicki say that the classes are a good chance for parents to meet and share experiences with other parents. Surestart will pay for the care of a sibling when a parent comes to the class and also for transport.

For more information call Nina on 600247.
**Reader survey results**

MANY THANKS TO all those who responded to our questionnaire by entering the Christmas Turkey Prize Draw. 28 respondents let us know how they felt about the design and content of *The Voice*. We analysed the results giving the votes a numerical weighting (“like” = +2, “so-so” = +1, “never read” = -1 and “don’t like” = -2) and have divided the comments into those on design (including paper thickness, photo quality and price) and those on content (everything else excluding the website).

The table opposite gives a snapshot of our respondents’ opinions.

It’s good to see that we’re mostly highly valued for our news reporting, and we’re delighted that the free notice board is one of the popular, although we are often told what a boost our results seem, in our respondents’ view, to be least in, or email, with your views. However, please feel free to write and will be taken into account when introducing changes to the layout/content of the paper. Our ears are always open, however, so please feel free to write in, or email, with your views.

Perhaps the surprise result is that the Golf Results seem, in our respondents’ view, to be least popular, although we are often told what a boost our coverage has given to the game locally. Maybe the popular, although we are often told what a boost our results seem, in our respondents’ view, to be least in, or email, with your views. However, please feel free to write in, or email, with your views.

The lucky winner of the magnificent, free-range Christmas turkey is George Lammie of Hawthorn, West Benann. Congratulations!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design and layout</th>
<th>Like</th>
<th>So-so</th>
<th>Don’t like</th>
<th>Never read</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paper thickness</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo quality</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price of the paper</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our website</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News reporting</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport reports</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editorial</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quote of the Week</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voeicemail</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Out and About</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book reviews</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the Green</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Wee Voice</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Message Board</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stef’s Weather</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Getting to Know</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poem of the Week</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community Council minutes</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Advice</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recipe</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>News from the Blues</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Church News</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nan’s Views</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It’s a Cat’s Lot</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golf Results</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Inquisition</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly’s Music</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puzzles</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cartoon</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And Finally</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Auchellean
Orders being taken for Christmas
Free Range Bronze Turkeys
Telephone Rosemary on: 01770 870 307

**Forgetfulness**

*By Hart Crane (1899-1932)*

Forgetfulness is like a song
That, freed from beat and measure, wanders,
Forgetfulness is like a bird whose wings are reconciled,
Outspread and motionless, —
A bird that coasts the wind unerringly.

Forgetfulness is wind at night,
Or an old house in a forest, — or a child.
Forgetfulness is white, — white as a blasted tree,
And it may stun the sybil into prophecy,
Or bury the Gods.

I can remember much forgetfulness.

Crane, despite his short life, was a central influence on 20th century American poetry, and remains influential today.

**Less gloom, please!**

By Alasdair Smith

It is that time of year, with nights stretching out, days receding fast and the mercury falling, when my thoughts turn more and more to what it must be like to live somewhere else. I confess I’ve not checked on the lighting-up times in the South of France, but with a ready supply of olives, wine and pastis I think I could get by a bit better than I do here in Scotland.

The winter brings not just a chill that freezes the marrow in my bones and makes my joints crack, but a certain gloom in my normally cheerful disposition. It is around this time of year that I look out of the window in the late afternoon and say to myself, ‘Oh God, another month before the days start drawing out again.’

But it’s January that brings my deepest depression each year. Despite knowing that the days are slowly, surely drawing out by a full two minutes each day, January appears to me to be the darkest month of the year. It might be due to having had an extended break over the festive period, or it may be down to the fact that the return to work in January leaves me with the gaping chasm of a whole year stretching out in front, stuck in the same job and, worse, with no summer holiday booked.

Or — most likely — it might just be a pathetic, over-indulgent, self-pitying state of mind that I should shake off — for what can be more optimistic than a New Year? All the stresses and strains of the old year are behind me now. That gaping chasm of the New Year ahead is a blank canvas of opportunity. It is a foundation for personal and professional growth and maybe I should begin to recognise it for its potential, instead of complaining about just how dark it seems and wishing my life away for longer days and a milder climate.

Maybe I’ll take on the New Year with a new attitude this time round and see if it makes any difference. Maybe I’ll spend the holidays thinking long and hard about where I want to be and what I want to do during 2009, and perhaps when I sit down at my desk in early January it will be with a smile on my face because I will know that something great, and in my control, is just around the corner. Maybe I’ll get to France — even if it’s just for a fortnight in July.  

---

**The Burnside**

**Mistletoe Magic**

Opening Night
8.00pm – 10.00pm, Friday 28th Nov

The Burnside
Auchamran Road, Brodick, Isle of Arran KA27 8BZ
Tel: 01770 303 888 E-mail: info@theburnside.com

**The Burnside**

As we will not be reordering art and craft materials until the new store within the ART CENTRE is up and running, we have a special offer of 20% off all materials in the ART SHOP. Artists this is a great time to ‘stock up’ and for all those potential artists and crafters, materials make the perfect Christmas present!

**20% OFF**

Art materials,
Art Kits,
Brushes and brush kits,
Bear and baskets,
Craft supplies,
Children’s Kits,
Cards and card making supplies,
Decorative papers, Graphite pencils etc,
Hand made papers, (with pressed flowers etc),
Paint your own pots, Paint your personal Camelot!
Pastels and pencils, Prints,
Specialist papers, Videos, Arran wrap

---

**The Wee Voice**

Alasdair Smith, tries to cheer himself up.

Our Francophile correspondent, Alasdair Smith, tries to cheer himself up.

---

**The Inquisition**

*By Hart Crane (1899-1932)*

Forgetfulness is white, — white as a blasted tree,
And it may stun the sybil into prophecy,
Or bury the Gods.

I can remember much forgetfulness.

Crane, despite his short life, was a central influence on 20th century American poetry, and remains influential today.
MEETING HELD ON TUESDAY,
23RD OCTOBER 08

Those present were:
Campbell Laining (CL) Chair, Alison Prince (AP) Secretary, Harry Davidson (HDn) Treasurer, Cllr Margie Currie (MC), Scott McMurray (SMc), Gillean Langley (GL), Neil Arthur (NA), John Inglis (JI), Ian Small (IS). Howard Driver (HD), Brenda Stewart (BS), Jenny Meade (JM), Willie Kelso (WK), Richard McMaster (RMc). Alec Ulivi (AU) of Strathclyde Police also attended.

Minutes of the last meeting were approved, with one amendment from MC, who said the sum offered by NAC for improvements to the Brodick-Corrie road also included roadway on the rest of the island.

Officers of ACC remain in place, with CL as Chair, AP Secretary, HD Treasurer. CL also is the ACC representative for Health, HD for Planning, JI for Housing and GL for the Ferry Committee. A vacancy on the local transport group will be filled by IS.

MATTERS ARISING
• MC reported the String road to be ‘structurally sound’. Its resurfacing had been interrupted by heavy rain that clogged the machine and finished by hand. HDn asked MC to ‘keep the pressure up’, and this was assured. NA asked when white lining would be replaced, and MC said this was in hand. There is to be a meeting in November to discuss structural road improvements.
• BS asked about the biomass plant proposal on the Heights, and was assured that the project is still ongoing.

CORRESPONDENCE
• Airdrie had given notice of a plan for wind turbines on Carradale, which would be visible from the west coast of Arran. MC said the Ardrossan wind farm produced £25 000pa for the community, with first call to Ardrossan itself. Should there be surplus funds, these would be made available to North Ayrshire and Arran.
• JI had received a letter about the inadequacy of the cable connecting potential power producers on Arran to the national grid. This meant that the big producers had priority, with a ‘queue’ of others blocked behind them for access. JI had written to Katy Clark about this. MC said the main cable inadequacy was on Kintyre.
• Up to 3 delegates are invited to attend the Planning Aid seminar in Ardrossan on the Local Development Plan. GL volunteered to attend.
• HD had an e-mail from Kenneth Gibson MSP saying that money was going to become available for the purchase of £25000 for affordable homes. MC said the Second Homes Fund would also make money available.

POLICE
• AP raised a concern about children riding unlit bikes on the roads in Whiting Bay.
• JI pointed out the difficulty of turning right onto the hill from Lamlash towards Brodick because of fast traffic coming up. AU said both these matters would be looked at. AU left the meeting after this discussion.

CONSTITUTION AMENDMENT
• Following the proposal to appoint a non-member of ACC to take the minutes, CL had clarified with NAC that a change of constitution to allow this would be acceptable. CL’s proposed changes to the existing wording were read and agreed. IS said an EGM would be necessary to ratify the changes, as the AGM September date had passed. It was agreed that the coming November meeting would be an EGM. MC pointed out that ACVs can supply a minute-taker as part of their remit. CL will follow this up.

PLANNING
• HD reported that he and CL had met with MC on planning issues, and on 10th October had met at the Distillery with Katy Clark, Kenneth Gibson and Margaret Ferrier of NAC (MF) to discuss the new local plan. MF was looking for public engagement in the consultation process, and said NAC sought ‘land release’ without specific allocation. On industrial premises provision, she said residential areas must be protected, while still serving business development. CL agreed with HD that it had been a very worthwhile meeting.
• It was felt that ACC should put in a document listing its own proposals for consideration in the local plan. NA said this should be done by the end of January, to give time for the planners to consider it. This was agreed.
• CL said a public meeting should be called when the ACC proposals had been drawn up, so as to allow for wide consultation. This was also agreed.
• Approval had been granted for the housing applications in the Corrie quarry and Bungalow Road in Lamlash, also for a portable building for use as a Youth Centre behind Brodick library.
• Detailed plans were approved for a Shiskine development, where the HI addition of new houses had been amended to place them facing the track rather than being set in a linear arrangement along the road. NA reported local concern that the HI provision might lead to endless expansion, on the basis that an established nucleus might have further houses added to it.
• Revised Breadalbane plans were scrutinised. It was agreed that the reduction in house numbers and a lower profile of roof heights had improved the plan. Subject to acceptable sewage provision, the proposal was agreed.
• Tom Tracey, whose plans for Shore House in Brodick were refused by NAC in August, had written to ask for support from ACC, on the broad question of being in favour of tourist provision. The rejected plans were looked at again, but it was agreed that the rejection was on the grounds of over-development and incongruous style, and had nothing to do with support for tourism.
• Bob Haddow had written about his proposed filling station and housing development at Glen Cloy. It was agreed that the new filling station is needed, to relieve the congested situation at the Pier, but Margaret Ferrier had made it clear at her meeting with CL and HD that it was unacceptable to combine residential accommodation and a filling station in the same block. She had pointed out that the shops shown on the plan would need front servicing, and there would be poor circumstances for residents, with noise and over-development, and held that in general, the plans did not at present provide acceptable standards. HD stressed that the filling station application should be supported, together with a re-drawn plan that met the NAC requirements, and this was agreed.

AOCB
• JI said residents in Hillside, Lamlash wanted more street lights, as the centre stretch of the road was very dark. CL said 8 unwanted street lights from Pirnmill were available.
• AP said Whiting Bay residents were concerned about damage being done to the new path to the Giants Graves by mountain bikes. She will pursue this with the Forestry and the Bike Club.
• HDn said neighbour notification had been inadequate in the case of a reconstructed house in Brodick, the new form of which was causing grave concern to nearby residents. NA advised HD to write to James Miller, head of planning.

The next meeting, which will be an EGM to ratify the constitution change, will be on Tuesday November 25th 08, at 7.30pm in the NAC offices, Lamlash.
Classic Collection

By Douglas Hamilton

Haydn — The Creation (German title Die Schöpfung)

Johann, Ludwig, Wunderlich, Kren, Fischer-Dieskau, Berry; Wiener Singverein, Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra, Herbert von Karajan
DG 455 077-2/449 761-2

For those of you who love Handel’s Messiah but are less familiar with other great choral works, Haydn’s Creation would be as good a starting place to explore the wider choral repertoire as any. From the amazingly forward-looking Chaos’ into the choral sunburst of ‘And there was Light’ there follows a succession of wonderful choruses, of which ‘The Heavens are telling’ is perhaps the most popular. These are interspersed with beautiful bel canto arias and the occasional duet and trio, and Creation is widely regarded as Haydn’s finest work.

There are a number of very good recordings from John Eliot Gardiner, Nikolaus Harnoncourt and Andreas Spering (highly commended on the budget price Naxos label). Simon Rattle, too, is excellent, though possibly let down by his bass soloist, or Antal Dorati, among many others. Your choice may be affected by whether you prefer the performance to be in English or German, and whether you like period instruments or a modern symphony orchestra.

In the latter group, my choice is with Herbert von Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic, a version that is universally praised, not just for that great conductor’s vision, but also for the big team of soloists, double the number deployed in some of the recordings. This was not entirely ‘luxury casting.’ It happened partly of necessity, since the wonderful tenor, Fritz Wunderlich, died in an accident before completing the recording. There is also a live recording from Karajan, with both Janowitz and Wunderlich as soloists, but it is rather let down by Kim Borg’s bass soloist, and the studio recording listed above is better, with its distinguished bass contribution from Walter Berry.

If you wish to hear some of the most angelic singing from any humans, one might argue that Gundula Janowitz and Fritz Wunderlich are virtually unbeatable in this Creation, Janowitz being described variously as ‘ethereal’, ‘lovely’ and ‘truly other-worldly’, while Wunderlich has ‘unique sensitivity’ and ‘endlessly lyrical vocal line’. The great German baritone, Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, is at his peak in Part 3.

So, with a legendary conductor on inspired form, several of the greatest singers of their generation at the peak of their powers and a marvellous orchestra, as well as the reminder that gundula Janowitz and Fritz Wunderlich are virtually unbeatable in this Creation, this is an eminently commendable recording — and at mid-price, a bargain too!
Weekly Prize Crossword
One Crossword — two sets of answers!
Compiled by The Wee Scunner

Cryptic Clues

Across
1 Initiate although the switch is not on? (7,3)
6 Remove fat from runner 1,000 (4)
10 Cram new hand (7)
11 Communist betters military police (7)
12 Primarily winning? (2,3,5,5)
13 Small packet confuses cheats (6)
15 Creamy white alternative in climber (5)
17 Shortened star (5)
18 Motor, for example nine (6)
21 Finished wend another void (4,3,4,4)
25 Insect suffer pet hate (7)
26 Antiquated chair account (7)
27 Fume hum (4)
28 Call to learn (6,4)

Down
1 Diplomacy thus confused strategies (7)
2 Latin dice thrown exactly the same (9)
3 Reversed figher with yours truly conceded putt (5)
4 Manage fake old farming system (6)
5 Sacks or uses part of one (5)
7 Kind of coffee nut round a eucalyptus eater (5)
8 Puzzle enigma (7)
9 Taking in endorsement (8)
10 Drugs to relieve melancholy (15)
11 Offender (7)
12 Achieve level (3,3)
13 Alternative to petrol (6)
14 Gliding movement (8)
15 Show (5)
16 I across (9)
17 Clothes hit hard (7)
19 Moral upset hat lice (7)
20 Shut mother shut salad fruit (6)
21 Hugged bed cream (8)
22 A bird better than a birdie! (5)
23 Greek language rearranged one cord (5)
24 24th and 12th letters do very well (5)

Quick Clues — just for fun!

Across
1 Control (10)
6 Scots girl (4)
10 Flower vendor (7)
11 Offender (7)
12 Drugs to relieve melancholy (15)
13 Alternative to petrol (6)
15 Show (5)
17 Irritable (5)
18 Correspondent (6)
21 Accidentally (15)
25 Eishew (7)
26 Belief in the superiority of some people (7)
27 Wild mountain goat (4)
28 Flower container (10)

Down
1 Cheat (7)
2 They keep footwear in shape (4,5)
3 Greek epic (5)
4 Reliefs (6)
5 Mother of pearl (5)
7 Moses’s brother (5)
8 Fulfils (7)
9 Gliding movement (8)
14 North African (8)
16 Disgusting (9)
17 Huge sea wave (7)
19 Clothes prepared for a newborn baby (7)
20 Crucial part of an engine’s connecting rod (3,3)
22 Emit (5)
23 Japanese trained assassin (5)
24 North Eastern Scottish town (5)
How to do Kakuro

Fill in the blank squares in the grid with numbers from 1 through 9 so that each horizontal or vertical line adds up to the total given in the box either to the left or above it. Horizontal totals are given in the top right corners of the shaded boxes. Vertical totals appear in the bottom left corners. You may not use the same number more than once in any run. The number may be used again, however, in the same row or column, but as part of another run.

On this day...

1295 The first elected representatives from Lancashire were called to Westminster by King Edward I to attend what later became known as “The Model Parliament”.

1971 Mars 2 of the Soviet space program landed on Mars.

1990 The British Conservative Party chooses John Major to succeed Margaret Thatcher as Prime Minister of the United Kingdom.

2005 The first partial human face transplant is completed in Amiens, France.

Star Birthdays

1701 Anders Celsius, Swedish inventor and astronomer
1925 Ernie Wise, British comedian
1940 Bruce Lee, American actor and martial artist
1959 Charlie Burchill, Scottish guitarist and keyboardist (Simple Minds)
1962 Mike Bordin, American musician (Faith No More)

Sudoku really only has one rule: Every row, column and 3x3 box must contain the numbers 1 through 9. We’ve given you a medium and hard puzzle to try. Visit our website at www.arranvoice.com to find new Sudoku puzzles everyday!

Star Birthdays

On this day...

1295 The first elected representatives from Lancashire were called to Westminster by King Edward I to attend what later became known as “The Model Parliament”.

1971 Mars 2 of the Soviet space program landed on Mars.

1990 The British Conservative Party chooses John Major to succeed Margaret Thatcher as Prime Minister of the United Kingdom.

2005 The first partial human face transplant is completed in Amiens, France.

Quick Answers

Across: 1 Blemish; 5 Delay; 8 Dippy; 9 Backlog; 10 Asymmetrical; 13 Leapt; 15 Foyer; 16 Football team; 20 Adhered; 21 Legal; 22 Corgi; 23 Departs.

Down: 1 Biddable; 2 Empty; 3 Icy; 4 Habit; 5 Deceitful; 6 Lullaby; 7 Yoga; 11 Metatarsi; 12 Brambles; 14 Another; 17 Aided; 18 Eager; 19 Talc; 21 Lip.

Winner of Issue 84 Crossword:

Congratulations to Lorraine Brookes from Kilmory who wins the gift voucher this week.

Subscribe to The Arran Voice

Annual UK Postal Subscription — £50
Annual European Postal Subscription — £80
Annual World Postal Subscription — £160
Annual PDF Subscription — £25
Annual Website Subscription — £15

All subscriptions are for 52 weeks. PDF and website subscriptions are also available - for more information please visit our website. To order any subscription, please send a cheque for the total (see our office below), made out to “Arran Voice Ltd”. Prices include postage and VAT where applicable. You can also order online at www.arranvoice.com “Subscriptions”. The Arran Voice Ltd, Pier Buildings, Brodick, Isle of Arran, KA27 8AX
**Marine News**

*By John Kinsman*

**FISH FARMS NET £3M PACKAGE**

A £3million funding package for the Scottish fishing industry was announced on Thursday November 20th November by environment minister Mike Russell. The cash-Scotland’s allocation from the European Fisheries Fund for 2008 — will be fast-tracked, with shellfish and fish farms able to bid for the money until the end of the year. The minister made the announcement during a Holyrood debate and said the aquaculture industry is worth about £400million annually in Scotland and is ‘absolutely vital’ to economic growth.

A Scottish Government motion supporting the continued development of a ‘growing Scottish aquaculture industry’ was unanimously supported. MSPs then agreed a Labour amendment that the renewed aquaculture strategy must be consistent with the forthcoming Marine Bill and the EU Water Framework Directive. A Conservative amendment calling for serious consideration of measures aimed at reducing the likelihood of the Gyrodactylus salaris parasite entering Scotland was also agreed unanimously.

Mr Russell said a new inspection regime will be launched this month to build on existing good practice, and he praised the ‘dramatic reduction’ in the number of escaped fish. It has fallen from more than 210,000 last year — which he branded ‘absolutely unacceptable’ — to 66,471 this year. However, he said, ‘That is still too much, and we will continue to drive that down, just as we will continue to make sure that problems of health and lice infestation are tackled and tackled effectively.’

Labour’s Elaine Murray said aquaculture ‘provides mainstay employment opportunities, in some cases as much as one-third of the workforce, employment which in turn supports a range of local services and facilities.’ However, she admitted that the industry has attracted ‘criticism and concern’ over environmental issues. The Strategic Framework For Aquaculture was published in March 2003, and Ms Murray claimed that all 36 objectives have now been met.

**Music legend will move mountains at Lochranza**

THE EX-INSPIRAL Carpets frontman Tom Hingley will play at the Lochranza Hotel this weekend in a one-off must-see charity set, with donations going to Arran Mountain Rescue.

Promoter and music man Tam Balloch bills up the event. The *Inspiral Carpets* are, if chart appearances are anything to go by, the most successful of the legendary ‘Madchester’ trio of acts who divorced the course of popular culture in the nineties. Eclipsing the achievements of The Happy Mondays and The Stone Roses with seven consecutive Top of the Pops appearances, twenty top-forty hits and a brain-and-body-draining schedule of world tours, *Inspiral Carpets* decided in 1995, that it was time to give it a rest.

Since then, Tom Hingley has continued with his solo career, rejoined *Inspiral Carpets* for the occasional tour and, along with a rhythm section from *The Fall*, has formed a working band called *The Lovers* who’ve just released their second album ‘Highlights,’ on the New Memorabilia label.

Hingley says he is looking forward to his first visit to Arran, ‘I’ve heard it’s a beautiful place where the locals don’t bite, and I love playing in places I’ve never been to, particularly islands, as folk generally stay quiet long enough to allow others to hear the softer parts of musical performances, unlike many of the run of the mill city gigs on the mainland. I’m also delighted to be connected with an event raising money for Mountain Rescue. It’s a vital service which underpins the local community, and for many who require their assistance they make the difference between life and death.’

Playing an acoustic set allows Tom to stretch out into areas which maybe unfamiliar to some *Inspirals* fans, expect to hear material from the excellent solo albums ‘Keep Britain Untidy’, and ‘Soulfire’, plus those hits, lovers tracks and some classic covers.

Local ‘Shambles Band’ frontman Tom Buchan will open the show at 8.30pm.

ON TUESDAY THIS week (25 November) Kenneth Gibson MSP forsook the great debating chamber of the Scottish Parliament for the wee one of Pirnmill school — but there was no drop in the fluency and passion of what was said. Nine children from P4–P7 addressed the topic, ‘Should more weapons be made?’ and gave their most serious attention to the subject. Head teacher Hazel Gardiner acted as Speaker of the House, addressing participants with proper formality as ‘Mr’ or ‘Miss’, with surname. The gravitas of the occasion produced some notable speeches, both for and against the motion.

Mr North (Duncan) evoked all the patriotic romance of dying for one’s country in his fluent support for the topic, ‘Should more weapons be made?’ and gave their most serious attention to the subject. Head teacher Hazel Gardiner acted as Speaker of the House, addressing participants with proper formality as ‘Mr’ or ‘Miss’, with surname. The gravitas of the occasion produced some notable speeches, both for and against the motion.

Mr North (Duncan) evoked all the patriotic romance of dying for one’s country in his fluent support of more weapons, but was cut down to size by a formidable opponent in Mr Gillson (Peter), who spoke with equal passion of the injuries and loss of life that resulted from war. Mr Logan (Iain) put the financial point of the sheer cost of weaponry, while Mr Stewart (Gregor), whose idea the topic had been, seconded the motion.Those present voted on ballot papers and passion of what was said. Nine children from P4–P7 addressed the topic, ‘Should more weapons be made?’ and gave their most serious attention to the subject. Head teacher Hazel Gardiner acted as Speaker of the House, addressing participants with proper formality as ‘Mr’ or ‘Miss’, with surname. The gravitas of the occasion produced some notable speeches, both for and against the motion.

Mr North (Duncan) evoked all the patriotic romance of dying for one’s country in his fluent support of more weapons, but was cut down to size by a formidable opponent in Mr Gillson (Peter), who spoke with equal passion of the injuries and loss of life that resulted from war. Mr Logan (Iain) put the financial point of the sheer cost of weaponry, while Mr Stewart (Gregor), whose idea the topic had been, seconded the motion. Those present voted on ballot papers counted by two volunteer tellers, and the result was a broadside victory for those opposed to an increase in armament, with none against.

Kenneth Gibson praised the ‘passion and enthusiasm’ of the young debaters and gave them some practical tips. ‘Always use up the whole time allocated to you,’ he advised, ‘and grab any support from others with both hands.’ Asked how old you have to be in order to become an MSP, he said you would need to gather some years of experience first, but reminded them that Baldwin became Prime Minister at only 24.

To judge by the quality of the debate, Scotland may well acquire some new, highly-professional Pirnmill-born politicians before many years have elapsed.

Those attending the debate were:

Mallie Beaton, Ben Innes, Gavin Anderson, Anna O’Donnelly, Duncan Ross, Gregor Stewart, Peter Gillson, Iain Logan, Alastair Inness, Kenneth Gibson, Hazel Gardiner and members of the press.
CARS FOR SALE

*07 Toyota Yaris Diesel 1.4
5 Door, Silver, 17,000 Miles

*05-05 VW Golf TDI
5 Door, Blue, 48,000 Miles

*05-05 Nissan Almera 1.5 S
5 Door, Silver, 21,000 Miles

*05-54 Vauxhall Astra Estate
Red Metallic, 71,200 Miles

*02 Suzuki Grand Vitara 1.6 SE
3 Door, Black/Gold, 66,000 Miles

*02 BMW 320D Touring
5 Door Estate, Blue Metallic

*02 Hyundai Santa Fe 4x4
2.0 Diesel, Silver, 80,000 Miles

*02 Toyota Avensis
Silver, 73,000 Miles

2000 W-Reg Citroën Saxo
1.1 Forte
Red Metallic, 46,000 Miles

X-Reg BMW 320
4 Door, Black (Diesel)

VANS/COMMERCIALS

04 Citroën Berlingo
2.0 HDI, White

04 Ford Transit SWB
Medium Roof, White

53 Reg Citroën Berlingo
1.9 Diesel, White

Tel: 01770 840 231
Open Monday – Saturday
8.00am – 6.00pm
CAIRNHOUSE RIDING CENTRE held the second show of the season at the Stables in Blackwaterfoot last Sunday. Weather conditions were not at all favourable, however, twenty-five riders braved the elements and fought it out to score as many points as possible.

Nineteen were forward for the Wobbles, seven of whom went clear in the first round and twelve clear in round two. The following six made it a double clear for three points on the leaderboard; Abbie MacAlister, Sue Tozer, Sarah MacNeil, Anna Downward and Amie Lapana. Emma Hill rode Dynnah round beautifully to win the fastest double clear (41.31 secs) collecting the five points on offer for her effort. The Duster badge only changed hands three times in the Wobbly Classes. A huge improvement from the first show!

Fourteen were entered in the Novice Class, eight of which made it clear in round one to go forward to a jump off against the clock over the shortened course. Kathleen Dawson was drawn in first riding Summer. She rode a nice steady round, clear in 37.13 secs. Next in was Megan MacAlister riding her own Ally. Megan rode an amazing round with some clever turns making it all look so easy, clear in 23.04 secs which was to prove unbeatable and win her the red ribbon. Amie L. was wise to go for a steady round on Merlin as she is still getting to grips with the old speed merchant, however, she wasn’t too far away returning clear in 31.88 secs which put her into second place. That was short lived though as Lynn Ramage had other intentions, she turned wee Katie inside out to come home clear in 27.44 secs to get the second place rosette she deserved.

Just four clear rounds in the 2’6” clear round class out of the eleven starters; Kathleen, Amy D. Nicola and Amie L. all collecting three valuable points.

The Cairnhouse Challenge had nine riders left battling it out for the points up for grabs. Amy D. rode an absolutely brilliant round on Malakye making the 100 fence look like a cavalletti. Returning with 290 it was going to be a hard act to follow. Our Nic was the only challenger to jump the 100 both ways like Amy and, riding Taylor’s pony Bing, they also gave the big fence plenty of clearance to finish with a good score of 260. Lynn went into third place with a score of 210. In fourth was Amie with 160. Megan was fifth and Isla picked up a point for sixth place.

Our Christmas Show is on Sunday 14th December. Joolioe Graham is holding a fund raiser and raffle in aid of medicine and equipment for Helambu region health camps, Gangkharuka, Nepal. Two of Joolioe’s nursing friends, Pearl Wight and Sally Bambridge generously give up their holidays to give help and support to this poor area. There will be a Fancy Dress competition prior to the jumping classes starting. Rosettes to fourth place £2 entry fee. Please come along and support this good cause and have a glass of mulled wine to get you into the festive mood.

By Dawn Murchie
Golf Results

Arran Golfers Association
Arran Grouse Foursomes, Shiskine Golf Club Saturday 22 November. A full turnout of 14 teams finally played in dry conditions although rather cold and windy making play slightly difficult at times. Thanks to Shiskine for the use of the course and Dougie Bell for sorting out the scores.

1st-placed trophy winners were Willie Kelso and Hamish Bannynae (Shiskine) 70-5.5=64.5
2nd-placed runners up were Lindsey Keir and Allister Hume (Brodick) 75-10=65

There was a new runners-up trophy for 4 games in total and not 4 on months. Just to confirm the courtesy of courtesy games during the winter slight confusion about the number.

Finally there seems to be some

Sunday 7 December from 10am, Winter League at Whiting Bay on

E/W

N/S

Pl

D
L
F
A
TB
LB
PD
Pts

Carrick
8
7
0
1
345
65
5
0
280
33

Millbrae
8
7
0
1
345
73
5
0
272
33

Paisley
7
7
0
0
219
57
3
0
162
31

Strathaven
8
4
0
4
179
285
3
0
-109
16

Hughenden
8
4
0
4
176
285
3
0
-109
16

Isle of Arran
6
2
0
4
98
83
2
1
15
11

Moffat
7
2
0
5
115
148
1
2
-33
11

Braidholm
7
0
0
7
59
421
1
1
-362
2

Cowal
5
1
0
4
30
144
0
0
-114
1

McLaren
6
1
0
5
54
233
0
0
-179
1

Rugby match marooned

EARLY RISE FOR MULL PLAYERS ENDS IN ARDROSSAN

A MUCH-ANTICIPATED 2nd round cup match between Arran rugby club and visitors Mull RFC was cancelled last weekend due to the disrupted Arrdossan-Brodick ferry service. Mull captain David Downham explained that a full squad had set off on the 7am ferry from Craignure, only to find that the 12.30pm sailing from Arran was cancelled due to the clutch problems experienced by the Caledonian Isles. The team had bussed it all the way to Arrdossan harbour before they discovered their journey was at a dead end.

‘It was a bit of a shame,’ said the Mull captain, ‘and also a bit of a strain on resources.’ He added, ‘our ferry is usually pretty good.’ His opposite number, Arran’s captain Murray Picken, was equally disappointed by the postponement of the fixture, but said the Arran squad made use of the afternoon with a short training session instead.

The cup fixture between the two teams is likely to be a quality encounter if their meetings in last year’s Division 3 are anything to go by.

Mull are faring well in the 3rd Division and in September they were awarded ‘Scottish Hydro club of the month.’ They had beaten McLaren FP on their way to the second round cup fixture at Ormidale Park. ‘We’re doing okay,’ said David Downham. ‘We’ve got a few sixteen year olds playing on the team. It’s a bit of a transition year for us, but the young players are getting good match experience.’

Arran play at home to Moffat this weekend.

Other results from West League Division 2:
• McLaren FP 6 – 62 Carrick RFC

Arran Pool League — week 4

The Arran Voice ballied up with the pool report this week. All that can be confidently reported is that a visiting Drift Cokie (In and Out) team absolutely creamed the Corrie with a fine display of pool that left the home side devastated. Amazingly, the Catacol also lost a match to the might of the Southenders at P.T. 1934, returning north after a clear-cut 8-4 encounter. A double report is promised for next week, plus fixtures for the singles and doubles matches.

League fixtures for Thursday 4th December 2008:
• P.T. 1934 vs Corrie
• Drift Hokie vs PHT
• Bar Eden vs Catacol
• Cameronia vs Kildonan
KARATE KIDS

And Finally ...

BARACK OBAMA HAILS FROM ARRAN?

It’s official. The next President of the USA, Barack Obama, is Scottish. Not only has our First Minister declared him the descendant of 12th century ruler King William the Lion, but the genealogists of Lewis have found him to be linked through marriage to a Hebridean family that emigrated to Canada in 1851. What a connection!

Obamamania has taken hold throughout the world. Sheikh Abdullah, the council leader of a small Bedouin village in the Israeli region of Galile, also claims a blood link to the President-Elect. David O’Neill of NAC has made no such claims for the prestige of North Ayrshire, but surely with Arran’s incredible global diaspora someone can find a similar link to the future chief-in-charge at the White House? The Arran Voice looks forward to hearing from any local genealogist up to the challenge.

ARRAN’S KARATEKAS (karate students) took part in a high-kicking, arm-chopping competition last weekend against a visiting club from Kilwinning. ‘It was an excellent competition enjoyed by all,’ said Sensei Stuart Wallace who runs the two clubs. ‘There were some fantastic martial arts skills displayed by these young supreme athletes.’ The students took part in mini-tournaments according to their belt colour and overall ability. It led to some competitive encounters in Auchrannie Sports Hall (transformed into a temporary dojo) with some fighters notching a win over opponents with a higher grade. Ben Leslie won his tournament with some excellent defence work and well-timed attacks. Gabrielle Allison, Joe McHugh, Michael Smith, Fiona Bulger, and Katelyn and Laura McVicar all went home with trophies too.

The Arran Karate Club runs every Saturday at the Auchrannie Sports Hall and welcomes anyone who wants to get involved. ‘A few of the young guys from Arran have been there since the start and turn up religiously,’ said Stuart, ex-Internationalist and British Universities Karate Champion. ‘They form a great core to the club. I’d also like to wish Ewan Bulger the best of luck at the forthcoming Scottish Karate Championships in Edinburgh.’